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The iF Design Award is one of the most prestigious and sought-after design accolades in the world, celebrating

design excellence and innovation that transcends mere aesthetics. Organized by the certified non-profit iF Design

Foundation, the award holds a profound purpose: to recognize and honor outstanding designs that not only

captivate with their aesthetics but also carry profound social significance. With nearly 11,000 entries from 56

countries in the previous year, the iF Design Award stands as a global platform that fosters creativity and pushes

the boundaries of design possibilities.

As an independent and impartial award, the iF Design Award is known for its rigorous and fair evaluation process. A

professional jury, comprising leading design experts from around the world, employs objective screening standards

to ensure a transparent and equitable evaluation of all submissions. Each design is subject to a challenging

two-stage selection process, where only the most exceptional works earn the prestigious iF DESIGN AWARD. The

award’s reputation for excellence and integrity attracts an increasing number of participants, all striving to showcase

their best design skills and creativity.

The iF Design Award comprises various disciplines and categories, ensuring that there is a suitable platform for

every design, from product and packaging design to communication, interior architecture, and more. It encourages

participants to unleash their creativity and address pressing global challenges through innovative and socially

impactful design solutions. Designers from around the world are invited to take up the challenge and submit their

entries, knowing that the iF Design Award not only celebrates outstanding design achievements but also promotes

design’s role in shaping a better and more sustainable future for all.

The competition includes a judging process based on five criteria (Idea, Form, Function, Differentiation, Impact)

evaluated by an international jury.

Eligibility

Open to designers and creatives worldwide.

https://graphiccompetitions.com/multiple-disciplines
https://graphiccompetitions.com/


Prize

Winners receive different cash prizes depending on the discipline, along with various benefits, such as access to

the iF Design Ranking and an invitation to the iF Design Award Night 2024.
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